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1 of 2 review helpful Hurricane Hazel and the Carolinas By Patricia Trusselle The book did a good job of capturing 
the damage to the coastlines of the Carolinas Even into the center of NC Where the main crop at that time was tobacco 
The pictures were very goood 0 of 0 review helpful picture book By Waldo Medlin It s interesting enough but t only 
took about 30 m Hurricane Hazel swept the U S Eastern Seaboard in mid October 1954 eventually landing in the 
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record books as one of the most deadly and enduring hurricanes After punishing Haiti with mudslides that killed 
hundreds Hazel edged northward striking the Carolina coast as a ferocious category four Landfall occurred near the 
South Carolina North Carolina border where a massive surge washed over barrier beaches and swept away hundreds 
of homes Coastal communities like My Title Jay Barnes hurricane historian Author Staff Writer Publisher ENC Today 
Date 6 26 2010 No force on Earth can stop the wind but we do know how to get out of its way thanks to advances like 
satellites that show the spinning hurricanes heading our 
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